Wining and dining

Taste Poznań! Try Saint Martin's crossaint, eat homemade ice cream and relax!
We are just introducing a new edition of the Poznań City Card and updating the list of partners.
A full and up-to-date list will be available soon.

Bazar 1838 Restaurant - 10% discount

Bazar 1838 is an exceptional place for anyone who enjoys the taste and presentation of food. Here,
traditional Polish cuisine appears in a completely new perspective. A stylish and warm interior
complements the exquisite food. Thanks to the vast experience of the chef, the dishes in Bazar 1938
can be characterized by ease, imagination and colour - the menu itself is seasonal and changes
according to the time of year.

ul. Paderewskiego 8

Bo.Poznań Restaurant - 10% discount

Bo.Poznań has a completely different view of the Imperial Castle and the gate leading to the Rose
Yard. During the working week the restaurant is open from 7am, and so a healthy breakfast is
available here on a daily basis. And after that there is the lunch, the dinner, a cake, a cup of coffee...
The cuisine changes along with the seasons, so quite unexpectedly, it could appear that what was on
the menu yesterday has suddenly morphed into a different dish entirely. Bon apetit!

ul. Kościuszki 84

Flavoria Restaurant - IBB Andresia Hotel - 20% discount

Flavoria Restaurant by IBB Andersia Hotel is a place where we serve fusion cuisine at its finest. The
highest quality and freshness of the ingredients, attention to detail as well as a creative and
professional team make Flavoria’s cuisine exceptional and exquisite. Our Guests can enjoy delicious
Italian pastas, juicy steaks or the mouth-watering, traditional Poznań duck. The unforgettable mood
is created by sensual gentle music, making Flavoria a magical place, satisfying not only your sense
of taste.

Plac Andersa 3
more information HERE

Fusion Restaurant - Sheraton Poznan Hotel - 1 free glass of wine with an order of a minimum
value of PLN 50

This open-kitchen restaurant offers fusion cuisine. It combines European traditions with oriental
exotics that inspire the imagination and stimulate the senses. A variety of breakfasts, à la carte
dishes and Sunday brunches are just some of the Restaurant’s attractions. A special place in the
restaurant is its ‘Wine Tower’, an area designated for lovers of quality wine and individually
composed menus.

ul. Bukowska 3/9
more information HERE

Restaurant in NH Poznań Hotel - 15% discount

NH Poznań Hotel is situated at the very heart of Poznań, and just a few steps away from the main
train station, Poznań International Fair and the Old Market Square. The restaurant of NH Poznań
Hotel serves a buffet breakfast, with a wide selection of warm and cold dishes, fresh seasonal
produce and goods of own production. An excellent selection of Spanish wines is offered to be paired
with lunch or dinner, and served with Spanish appetizers. The NH Hotel restaurant is also the

perfect place for organizing family gatherings such as First Communions, wedding receptions,
christenings and other special events. As a part of the planning of your event, a professional
consultant and staff and, if neccessary, also an individually prepared menu and a consult with our
chef is provided.

ul. Św. Marcin 67
more information HERE

Matii Sushi Restaurant - 10% discount

Matii Sushi is the path to perfection. With its guests and staff, the restaurant creates a Little Japan
at the very heart of Poznań. The sushi specialties are prepared in accordance with the ideology of
respecting the Japanese cuisine and its traditions. The locale is both a business meeting spot and a
place for a family meal. Matii Sushi has gained the recognition of the Polish portal Gastronauci.pl, as
well as the monthly magazines "Podróżnik" and "TRENDY".

pl. Andersa 5, Poznań Financial Centre
more information HERE

NOVO2 Restaurant – Novotel Poznań Malta - 10% discount

The new NOVO2 restaurant with a beautiful view of the garden and the summer pool serves
international cuisine, snacks, drinks, cocktails and desserts.

ul. Termalna 5

Panorama Restaurant - HP Park Hotel - 20% discount with exception of alcoholic drinks

Panorama Restaurant in HP Park Hotel is situated at the shore of Maltańskie Lake, a mere 4 km
from the centre of the city. Cosy and elegant, the restaurant sits 120 and serves sophisticated Polish
and European cuisine. The nationally and internationally award-winning chef team guarantees an
unforgettable culinary experience. This unique setting is an ideal place for both a lavish banquet, a
business lunch and a romantic dinner.

ul. Abpa Baraniaka 77
more information HERE

Tumska Restaurant - 10% discount with exception of alcoholic drinks

Tumska Restaurant attracts its patrons with a unique atmosphere and excellent food. Traditional
Polish cuisine is served in the restaurant’s beautiful interiors. This is the place for a family lunch, a
coffee break or a romantic dinner. Try the specialties prepared by the Chef - fried chicken livers with
apples and onions, the silky smooth mushroom soup with noodles or the oven-baked salmon with
black cumin in a spinach nest. The restaurant also hosts a variety of special events - wedding,
christening and First Communion receptions, jubilees, birthdays.

ul. Ostrów Tumski 5a

Violet Sushi & Yakitori Restaurant - 10% discount

Violet Sushi & Yakitori is one of Poznań’s most beloved Japanese restaurants, often associated with a
quick informal lunch and many young patrons. It is the ideal place to start your adventure with sushi.
The Violet sushimasters, along with a friendly waitressing staff, make the exotic sushi more
accessible. The restaurant also has a variety of interesting pricing offers.

ul. Św. Marcin 9
more information HERE

Winestone Restaurant – Mercure Poznań Centrum Hotel - 10% discount

The new concept of Winestone restaurant, basing on French trends, offers dishes served on stone
platters just like in the most distinguished French restaurants. Here the guests will find tasty,
healthy food as well as regional specialties. The new concept also involves tastings of the best wines,
selected on the basis of the sommeliers’ knowledge and experience. You are also welcome to visit
the hotel’s own iconic pastry shop, where you can sample new products as well as the beloved
classics.

ul. Roosevelta 20
more information HERE

Tartak - 10% discount with exception of alcoholic drinks

Tartak is a small family-owned restaurant. It offers a selection of quiches on shortcrust or yeast
dough. The designer tart recipes are both traditional flavours and interesting, unique combinations.
The inspiration is drawn from nature, the focus is on seasonality and freshness of produce. The
menu changes along with the seasons. Next to quiches, Tartak serves soups, salads and beer snacks.
The selection of craft beers, wines and soft drinks is worth recommending, as they are of own
production. Here all efforts are put into the motto that the creation of food is also the joy of eating it.

ul. Taczaka 22
more in formation HERE

Weranda lunch & wine - 5% discount

Here, life goes on according to the time of day - there is breakfast time, later a lunch hour rush,
whose menu changes daily, and the eves are reserved for wine. Located in one of the most
impressive art and business centres – the Old Brewery - Weranda lunch & wine fulfills the needs of
the busy patrons, while maintaining a warm and cosy atmosphere. A rustic and simple interior
brings to mind the most fashionable locales of New York’s Williamsburg.

ul. Półwiejska 32
more information HERE

Zielona Weranda caffe & ristorante - 5% discount

Zielona Weranda is green from the get-go, and it welcomes you with its unusual decor and the
gorgeous summer garden. The latter - one of Poznań’s most beautiful - is an enclave of green and
calm in the centre of the city. Fresh salads, grilled meats, exquisite desserts and real homemade
pies and cakes will win the heart of many a gourmand.

ul. Paderewskiego 7
more information HERE

Świetlica – Café in the Imperial Castle - 10% discount
A sandwich - not just a ham and cheese one- and a nutritious cocktail - not just fruit - for breakfast?
There are so many flavours to fit in between two slices of dark or light bread. A quick coffee at the
bar? Or one sipped slowly, from a large cup, for those who have lots of time, or need some more. For
a meeting with an old galpal, a faithful friend, a group of buddies, for a simple conversation, for
reminiscing, for planning or sharing ambitions, ideas… Over a nice glass of wine, or a sweet dessert.
For a debate over a pint of ale with a strong, characteristic taste, or a specially prepared drink.

ul. Św. Marcin 80/82
more information HERE

Weranda caffe - 5% discount

Next to excellent homemade pies and desserts, Weranda caffe offers a unique atmosphere and a
moment of peace and quiet in its summer garden right in the city centre. It charms with the interior
design details, which create a warm and homey feeling. Weranda caffe is a quiet and peaceful space,
where you can have a cup of your favourite coffee and a slice of homemade pie. It resembles a
veranda of a country cottage somewhere in southern Europe.

ul. Świętosławska 10
more information HERE

Pyra Bar - 15% discount

InsPYREd by the truly underground potential of the potato, we have created Pyra Bar. The
traditional name of the potato used only in the Wielkopolska region (‘pyra’) gave the bar its name. It
is the only place that serves dishes composed of pyry, or potatoes, with flair and panache. Among
the mild ZBoczek and spicy chicken Cukinsyn in form of a casserole, Potejta – jacket potatoes, there
were also room for regional potato dishes: Pyra z Bzikiem (with gzik, traditional Wielkopolska
cottage cheese dish with onions, cream, chives or raddishes) or kartofel na szaro (dumplings made
with raw potatoes, hence their name in Polish – gray dumplings).

ul. Strzelecka 13
ul. Szamarzewskiego 13
more information HERE

Avanti Pasta Restaurant - 10% discount

The spaghetti restaurant AVANTI offers dishes of Italian cuisine: spaghetti, lasagne, backed Pasta,
piadina, lettuce, salads... The spaghetti restaurant is located in the old town house, at 76 Old Market
Square, it invites its guests not only to the restaurant but also to its summer garden. In Polish,
AVANTI (Italian) means an invitation to enter. So… AVANTI!!!

Stary Rynek 76
more information HERE

SomePlace Else Pub - Sheraton Poznan Hotel 1 free beer with an order of a minimum value of
PLN 50

This stylish and spacious pub is an ideal place to relax, enjoy a good time and meet friends to watch
live sporting events on large LCD TV screens. The place’s interior makes for a casual atmosphere.
SomePlace Else offers delectable Tex-Mex entrees served daily until late at night.

ul. Bukowska 3/9
more information HERE

Whiskey In The Jar - 10% discount

An exceptional place, which is a steakhouse during the day, serving fantastic steak made of the best
beef and prepared on a lava grill, scrumptious ribs, XXL sized burgers and other meat dishes to die
for. In the evenings, the joint fills up with the sounds of that old time rock’n’roll. The specialite de la
maison are of course the JARs - designer cocktails prepared with Jack Daniels, served in the trendy
mason jars, in a few dozen variations.

Stary Rynek 56
more information HERE

